Nevada’s Technology Supplier

A

new Nevada economy demands creative thinking and improved processes, enabling
competitive advantages to win more business. Holman’s 35 years of experience, world-class
products, and associated professional services support contemporary, technology-enabled
business models.

Holman’s IT network solutions, and TotalCare managed care, guarantee business continuity and
productivity. We specialize in BIM and CAD services, featuring award-winning Autodesk AEC design
and construction software. In addition we offer Project Assist for BIM process adoption as well as
process consulting and training, to improve efficiency and reduce risk. Our H&S team focuses on
Leica Geosystems geospatial instrumentation for land surveyors, contractors, and GIS professionals.
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Managed Services

VIRTUALIZATION

A single physical computer controlling
multiple virtual computers…sharing
and maximizing server/workstation
resources. Virtualization is the first step
in becoming “Cloud Ready.”

MANAGED CARE

CAD & BIM SOFTWARE

Nevada’s Premier, Authorized Autodesk
Value Added Reseller. Specializing
in BIM Process and traditional CAD
workflows.

PROJECT ASSIST

Complete IT support and management;
providing all aspects of an internal MIS
department, at a fraction of the cost.
We monitor network security, data
protection, applications, and hardware.

In your office, or in our training center,
We work with you on a real your
projects. Utilizing pre-paid blocks of
time, these “mentoring sessions” teach
you best practice techniques and
problem solving skills.

NETWORK ADMINISTRATION

TRAINING

We build, maintain, manage, secure,
and repair networked computer
systems. Let us keep a sharp eye on
network performance and help keep
your data safe.

5

Customized courses to support
organizational workflows; standardized
or specific projects. We are certified
Autodesk software experts, applied
against your workflow needs.

www.HolmansNV.com

Main: (702)222-1818 | Fax: (702)222-1775

CONSTRUCTION & SURVEYING
Precision instruments and tools for
construction and land surveying.
Instrumentation systems and software
to capture, visualize and document 3D
geospatial data.

TOTAL STATIONS/ TRANSITS

Fast, reliable angle and distance
measurements. Robotic total stations
with automatic target recognition and
excellent tracking performance for all
building and construction positioning
tasks.

GPS/MACHINE CONTROL

Eliminate guesswork; build precisely
to grade - terrestrial or GPS-guided
systems.

www.HSsurvey.com

Main: (702)777-2030 | Fax: (702)777-1643
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